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Shifting demographics: Australia's altered population landscape
Insights



										In recent years, Australia has experienced a significant slowdown and, in some cases, a decline in population growth due to the closure of international borders amid the global pandemic. New data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics, tracked by SGS Economics and Planning, highlights this transformative period and its impact on the country's population trends.
									









Cultural diversity research awarded the Peter Harrison Memorial Prize
What's New



										Australian diversity research awarded the Peter Harrison Memorial Prize. The new research identifies and measures 'superdiversity' in Australian cities. 
									









Making Melbourne more polycentric: an economic case
Insights
Employment, Transport


										New report finds transforming Melbourne into a more polycentric city could generate a $27 billion boost to the economy.
									









SGS scholarship supports student's vision for accessible cities
What's New



										Western Sydney University planning student ready to take the next step after receiving the SGS Graham Larcobme scholarship. His sights are set on Campbelltown.
									









New Rental Affordability Index exposes nationwide record-low rental affordability
Insights
Housing


										The latest release of the Rental Affordability Index finds the Australian rental crisis is getting worse, spreading from capital cities to regional areas.
									









Melbourne Event: Exploring Social Planning within the Planning System
Events



										Join us in Melbourne as we discuss how to reshape land use planning to prioritise and integrate social planning as a fundamental component for sustainable and inclusive development.
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We acknowledge and pay respect to the Traditional Owners of the country on which we work.


A certified B Corp, we are part of a global movement of people working to create a more equitable and prosperous world.








SGS Economics and Planning acknowledge the First Nations Peoples of Australia and on whose Country we live and work. We acknowledge that the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples of Australia never ceded their sovereignty, and are one of the oldest continuing living cultures on Earth, have one of the oldest continuing land tenure systems in the world, and have one of the oldest continuing land use planning and management systems in the world. 


		Proud members of the Allies for Uluru.
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